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FOREWORD
Interim spent fuel storage is an important independent step in the

nuclear fuel cycle. Due to delay in commercial reprocessing of spent
fuel in some cases it should be stored up to 30-50 years before
reprocessing or final disposal. The first storage technology developed
was storage of spent fuel in water filled pools. Experience exists with
wet storage of LWR and HWR spent fuel for periods about 20 years. During
recent years more attention was drawn to the development of dry storage
technology where the heat transfer medium would be inert gas, air or
carbon dioxide. Dry storage facilities usually consist of several
identical modules which can be incrementally added with considerably less
cost and construction time per module in comparison with cost and
construction time of a water pool.

This report is intended to provide the reader with a general
understanding of the various dry storage concepts and facilities required
to support them. The outstanding technical concerns relative to dry
storage installations, as well as, past and planned demonstration
programs are briefly described. Such other activities as the development
and approval of a design criteria standard is presented. An updated
review of the cost of the various concepts are discussed.

The report was prepared by Mr. J. Nevshemal (WESTEC Services Inc.,
USA), who is a Chairman of the American Standard Effort on "Design
Criteria for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (Dry Storage
Type)" (ANSI/ANS-57.9) and "Design Criteria for Consolidation of LWR
Spent Fuel" (ANSI/ANS-57.10) with regard to recommendation of the IAEA
Advisory Group on Spent Fuel Management. It continues and develops a
subject which was considered earlier by the Expert Group on International
Spent Fuel Management (1980-1982). Some aspects of dry storage of spent
fuel were described in the Guide-book on Spent Fuel Storage (IAEA
Technical Report Series No.240, 1984).

The Agency wishes to thank all those who contributed to the report
preparation with their comments and participation in discussions.
Special thanks are due to Messrs. J.P. Colton (USA), A.F. George,
D. Wheeler, G.A. Brown, K.A. Simpson, D. Elliot (UK). The officer of the
IAEA responsible for editing the document was Mr. V. Onufriev of the
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The commercial nuclear industry worldwide is experiencing a need for
interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and high level waste (HLW). Those
countries planning to reprocess spent fuel are also in need of additional
storage due to increasing cost of reprocessing, as well as, the slow down
in the growth of fast reactor technology. Those countries that do not
anticipate reprocessing require interim storage until the decision on the
form for final disposal can be made and the repositories are ready for
utilization. The type of storage that has been widely used for fuel just
discharged from the reactor has been wet (water pool) concepts. These
concepts are well suited for the vast type of water reactors due to the
compatibility of the storage medium and its ability to cool and shield
the spent fuel elements. But as the spent fuel cools (time removed from
the reactor) both the heat generated (decay heat) and radioactivity
decreases. After one year of cooling time, the short-lived high specific
activity radionuclides particularly those of Iodine-131 and Xenon-133 are
no longer present. Decay heat has decreased by as much as one-half.
Thus, the storage of older spent fuel does not require the level of
technical sophistication and operational attention inherent to a water
pool.

The passive nature of dry concepts make them attractive for the
storage of light water reactor (LWR) with cooling times in excess of one
year. The concepts are not restricted to LWR fuel and the fuel from many
other types of reactor e.g., MGR, AGR, HTR, US/HTGR and FR has already
been, or is planned to be stored in a dry environment. For some of these
concepts the systems have been designed to accept freshly discharged fuel
and these have the technical safeguards to match the required level of
safety. These systems are not passive nor can they be as economical as
those being proposed for the interim storage of older spent fuel.

2.0 STORAGE CONCEPTS

The technology for the dry storage of spent nuclear fuel and/or high
level waste (HLW) consists of essentially three distinct concepts.
The concepts are distinguishable from each other by their major
characteristics; namely, the predominant heat transfer path, shielding,



mobility, location with respect to geological surface, degree of
independence of the individual storage cells and storage structure. The
three concepts are: cask (silo), drywell (caisson) and vault (canyon) .

2.1. Cask (Silo)
The cask concept is above ground, it can be either portable or

nonportable structures containing one or more storage cavities. Each
storage cavity can be designed to contain several spent fuel assemblies
or HLW containers. Shielding and radioactive particulate confinement is
provided primarily by the cask structural material such as steel, cast
iron or reinforced concrete. Heat removal is by conduction through the
structural material to the atmosphere.

2.2. Drywell (Caisson)
The drywell concept is totally stationary, below ground level, with

lined storage cavities. Each storage cavity can be designed to contain
several spent fuel assemblies or HLW containers. Shielding is provided
by the surrounding earth and a closure shield plug. Primary heat removaL
is by conduction into the earth.

2.3. Vault (Canyon)
The vault concept can be either above or below ground level and is

madeup of reinforced concrete structures containing an array of storage
cavities (or thimbles). Each storage cavity can be designed to contain
several spent fuel assemblies or HLW containers. Shielding is provided
by the structure surrounding the stored material. Primary heat removal
is by forced or natural air movement (convection) over the exterior of
the cavities (or thimbles). This heat is rejected to the atmosphere
either directly or via appropriate filtration depending upon the system
design. Some systems also use a secondary cooling circuit.

2.4. Storage Medium
Each of the dry storage concepts have storage cavities. These

cavities contain a storage medium termed cover gas. The storage medium
can either be air, carbon dioxide or any one of a number of the inert
gases such as helium, argon, etc. The selection of which cover gas

The parenthetical term is a commonly used alternate which is only
mentioned here for the sake of completeness but will not be used in the
remainder of the document.



should be employed is related to the storage temperature and the various
cladding or fuel pellet reactions. All of those reactions can cause
damage. Since an inert gases will mitigate these reactions, there has
been an initial tendency towards their utilization. The effect of using
an inert gas is to allow a higher in-storage temperature thereby lowering
the cooling requirement for a given spent fuel assembly. At the higher
temperature the storage concept may only require a natural convection
system, wherever a lower temperature may need forced convection. The
reason is that many of the damage causing reactions are temperature
dependent. But the decision is not that simple because the consequences
of the loss of an inert gas environment is the introduction of air which
at a higher temperature could result in fuel damage. Therefore, the
selection of a cover gas is a compromise between high integrity
containment with environment control and monitoring for the inert gas
environment to allow a higher in-storage fuel temperature and reliable
heat removal systems to maintain a lower in-storage temperature for the
air environment. If high burnup fuel must be stored early in its decay
history, an inert medium may be the only approach possible, given
reasonable economics.

The utilization of a dry storage concept at a nuclear plant will
require additional facilities and handling equipment, unless the reactor
is gas-cooled. Gas-cooled reactors all have dry handling and storage of
the spent fuel. In fact some gas-cooled reactors also have both wet and
dry facilities. If the plant is an LWR the type of additional facilities
needed are basically hot cells with remote handling capability and
shielded transfer machines. Of course, the exact extent of additional
facilities and equipment is a function of the dry storage concept chosen
and ho., ÏL .-. !.:.'.igrated into the plant operations. An example of the
extremes of the impact on plant facilities could be a storage cask that
is loaded under water after which it is drained and then filled with an
inert environment prior to being moved to a storage location as opposed
to a single spent fuel assembly drywell system that requires a shielded
transfer machine to be loaded in the plant for purposes of transporting
the spent fuel assembly to the location of the drywell. One can easily
see that in this instance the drywell concept is more complicated due to
the intermediate transfer step associated with the shielded transfer
machine.
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3.0 STORAGE FACILITY DESCRIPTION

A dry storage facility that is totally independent of another
nuclear facility (such as a power plant or a reprocessing plant) will
require at least four operational areas and five engineered systems. The
four operational areas are: 1) transportation package handling;
2) spent fuel assembly handling; 3) spent fuel assembly transfer, and
4) storage. The storage area can be any one of the three dry storage
concepts.

The five engineered systems are: 1) heating, ventilation and air
conditioning system (HVAC); 2) radwaste treatment; 3) electrical power,
instrumentation and control (I and C) and communications; 4) fire
protection and 5) physical protection.

Of course a storage facility colocated with a nuclear facility could
share one or more of the operational areas. Also the engineered systems
could be expanded to serve the storage facility.

3.1. Facility Operational Areas
The following is a brief description of each of the aforementioned

operational areas required for an independent facility. Figure 1 is an
illustrative functional flow diagram that presents the general activities
which take place in each area.

3.1.1. Transportation Package Handling Area
The transportation package handling area provides for the receipt

and shipment of transportation packages. The principal functions are
decontamination, preparation and maintenance. The area should contain
space for temporary storage of full and empty transportation packages.
This area is linked to the spent fuel assembly handling area by the
equipment necessary to move the transportation package.

3.1.2. Spent Fuel Assembly Handling Area

The spent fuel assembly handling area provides for the removal of
the spent fuel assemblies from the transportation package and insertion
into the transfer machine (if required by the selected storage concept).
The spent fuel assemblies are also prepared for storage, such as
encapsulation in this area. This area is a shielded (hot) cell that
contains remote handling devices, viewing windows, and/or closed circuit
television monitoring and lag storage for prepared spent fuel assemblies.
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3.1.3. Spent Fuel Assembly Transfer Area
The spent fuel assembly transfer area is linked to both the spent

fuel assembly handling area and storage area. The equipment for this
area are those required to move prepared spent fuel assemblies or
transfer machine into the storage area (such as dolly, crane, etc.).

3.1.4. Storage Area
The storage function is carried out in the storage area and as

previously mentioned, any of the three basic storage concepts can be utilized.

3.2. Facility Engineered Systems
The operational areas of the facility need to be provided with

engineered systems. There are five basic engineered systems. The
requirements for the five systems are the following.

3.2.1. HVAC System
The HVAC system provides for: a) protection of the general public

and facility operating personnel from the potential release of airborne
radioactive particulate; b) the removal of decay heat during handling
and lag storage; c) {if required by the storage concept) the forced
cooling of the stored spent fuel, and d) the maintaining of air quality
suitable for operating personnel and equipment.

3.2.2. Radwaste Treatment System

The radwaste treatment system provides for the handling, treatment
and preparation for disposal of any liquid and solid radioactive wastes.

3.2.3. Electrical Power, I and C and Communications System
The electrical power, I and C and communications system provides for

a) electric power; b) control, indication, and alarms for the various
process, material handling, and storage systems; c) lighting;
d) communications; and e) radiation monitoring for normal operating and
emergency conditions.

3.2.4. Fire Protection System
The fir» protection system includes the equipment, structures and

designed facility features that are required to prevent, detect,
extinguish and control the spread of fires.
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3.2.5. Physical Protection System
The physical protection system provides for on-site/off-site

security related communications, physical barriers, access control,
intrusion detection, surveillance, security related alarms, and security
lighting systems.

4.0 TECHNICAL CONCERNS

The storage of spent nuclear fuel in a dry gaseous environment has
one major technical concern which is the reaction of the cover gas with
the material being stored. This concern can be divided into two
categories a) effect on cladding and b) effect on fuel.

4.1. Cladding Effects
The effects on cladding breakdown into four basic failure

mechanisms. The four mechanisms are: stress-rupture, stress-corrosion
cracking, hydriding and external oxidation.

Stress-rupture is due to the internal pressure of the fuel that
creates tensile hoop stresses in the cladding wall. The vast majority of
the research on this mechanism for cladding damage has been performed
using non-irradiated fuel. This data suggests an allowable storage
temperature in the range of 450"C [1],

Stress-corrosion cracking as a cladding failure mechanism is not
very well understood. It is thought that the responsible ingredients are
the fission products generated during irradiation. Iodine is considered
to be one of the worst contributors [2] along with Cesium and Cadmium.
The data and current level of analysis suggests that for storage
temperatures up to 400*C, stress-corrosion cracking will not be a storage
life limiting damage mechanism.

Oxidation of the cladding material specifically Zircaloy results in
altering the mechanical properties of the material. The oxide is a
brittle substance and it is formed at the expense of the base material
which is rather ductile. Studies, although not comprehensive in nature,
suggest a similar oxidation rate in the presence of water, steam or air
environments for similar cladding temperatures [3].

Hydriding affects the mechanical properties of the cladding
material. The concern is the orientation of the hydrides relative to the
cladding stress vectors. The concern is an orientation that is
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perpendicular to the hoop stress. This could reduce the mechanical
properties of the material and result in failure of the cladding due to
internal pressure [4].

4.2. Fuel Effects

The effect on fuel is the oxidation of the irradiated uranium oxide
and thus only a concern if the cover gas is an oxidizing medium, such as
limited or unlimited air. The oxidation phase that is the problem is
U^Og. The formation of this phase is accompanied by a rapid
volumetric increase which can result in splitting or rupturing the
cladding. Also, this phase exists as a very fine powder. Available data
indicates that the effect is a time-at-temperature reaction. In order to
prevent the formation U_O„ during storage lifetime, the in-storage
temperature should be limited to a temperature well below that required
for the prevention of the aforementioned cladding damage mechanisms.
Therefore, the oxidation of uranium oxide is the limiting technical
concern for storage concepts that utilize air as the cover gas.

The oxidation of uranium oxide in storage requires two ingredients:
a) defective cladding either reactor induced or damaged during storage
preparation (e.g. during rod consolidation) or by long term deterioration
while in storage and b) an oxidizing cover gas. Fuel oxidation could not
occur if the fuel rod cladding were not defective. In order to take
credit in the design of the selected storage concept for cladding
integrity (thus allowing a higher storage temperature), a rather
complicated subsystem must be present. The subsystem is one which
precisely evaluates the cladding integrity of each fuel rod in a spent
fuel assembly during the spent fuel assembly preparation step. There is
also the problem of an effective and meaningful fuel rod cladding
acceptance criterion. A criterion of 100% defect-free claddding appears
to be an unrealistic goal. Therefore, for concepts utilizing air as the
cover gas the effect on fuel will prove to be the limiting case for
storage temperature.

4.3. Medium Monitoring

The utilization of an inert cover gas in order to prevent fuel
oxidation (thus allowing a higher in-storage temperature) requires a high
integrity canning system. It will also require a means to periodically
monitor for the presence of the inert environment. The monitoring system
may have to be continuous if the in-storage temperature is high enough.
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The reason for the monitoring system is that the loss of environment
incidence will result in an air (oxidizing) environment. Data incidates
that irradiated uranium oxide exposed to an oxidizing environment at
temperatures approaching the cladding effects limit would oxidize almost
immediately [5]. A loss of environment incident is acceptable with
appropriate recovery but it should be remembered that oxidation is an
accumulative damage phenomena. This creates the need to design a
monitoring/recovery system that allows for a realistic number of
oxidation producing incidents over the storage lifetime. It has been
suggested that the design of all dry storage concepts consider the
oxidation reaction as the limiting technical concern. The exception may
be stainless steel cladded fuel where in-storage cladding degradation may
be limiting.

4.4. Other Concerns
The other technical concerns include criticality from a flooding or

misting incident. The source of these moderating media are such natural
events as fog, rain or snow. The manmade events that produce a
moderating media are basically fire fighting sprinklers and aqueous
foams. There is also the concern for the confinement of radioactive
particles. Each of these items are solveable with current and known
technology.

5.0 LICENSING ISSUES

Th-, ~-i" 7. irensing issue revolves around the fuel oxidation
question. It will be necessary to analyze the anticipated storage
lifetime temperature profile of the spent fuel. An acceptable design
will have to demonstrate that over the storage lifetime wholesale
formation of U0O0 will not occur. Oxidation will be allowed to

J O

proceed to the U3O_ stage. It is practical to assume that minute
amounts of U-,O0 will be formed, this is3 O

oxidation phase transformation process.
amounts of U,O0 will be formed, this is because of the nature of the

3 O

5.1. Current Available Data
Currenciy, there is insufficient data to adequately answer all the

questions concerning the fuel oxidation reaction. The research necessary
to produce the irradiated material data is just beginning in both Europe
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and the US. The assumptions, predictions or conclusions that have been
made to date are based on unirradiated experimental data. The small
amount of irradiated data that is available presents a very confusing
picture.

Data within an individual experiment shows that burnup speeds up
oxidation. But plotting the data from several of those experiments in a
simple isothermal manner without any correction for different
experimental methods and other possible influences show the exact
opposite [6]. Both the US and UK have extensive research programs
planned, funded and scheduled to begin in 1985.

5.2. Current Temperature Limits

The current situation with respect to licensing dry storage concepts
which utilize limited or unlimited air as the cover gas is that an
insertion temperature greater than 200*C probably would not be
licenseable. It is also doubtful, that the upcoming research will
produce data to allow the licensing of air concepts above 200*C. In
fact, it is expected that the maximum allowable temperature for normal
storage conditions will be in the range of 175*C.

Inert gas storage concepts as discussed previously, are limited by
cladding effects such as stress-corrosion cracking and stress-rupture.
These concepts are expected to be licenseable with insertion temperatures
in the range of 350 to 400*C. The requirement for environment monitoring
and control systems for these concepts will also be aided by the upcoming
irradiated fuel research programs.

5.3. Planned Research

The planned research is addressing several questions. The key
question is the determination of the basic isothermal phase
transformation kinetics of irradiated uranium oxide at low temperatures
(e.g. 125 to 250*C). Besides developing the basic phenomenon data, the
influence of burnup, manufacturing techniques, previous storage media and
cover gas pressure (limited air or oxygen partial pressure) on the
reaction rate needs to be understood. It is also hoped that the research
will identify signals that correspond to phase changes. These signals
could then be used to monitor the extent of oxidation. The expected
signals are the release of certain fission products as oxidation
proceeds. Most desirable would be the release of a substance that
signals the initiation of the formation of U-0-.
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The insertion temperature besides being dependent on the heat
removal system, is also a function of the cooling time of the spent
fuel. Therefore, a particular concept may be licensed with a requirement
on the age of the spent fuel that can be stored. In the US the age of
fuel expected to be stored initially in a dry concept will have a cooling
time of at least 5 years even though the regulation governing such
facilities (10 CFR 72) allows storage of fuel with as little as one
year. In the UK fuel has been placed in dry storage directly from the
reactor. The cover gas was carbon dioxide. At approximately a year from
discharge the fuel was placed in an air environment.

6.0 DEMONSTRATIONS AND INSTALLATIONS

The demonstrations and installations will be discussed individually
for the US, Canada and UK. A summary of the level of experience for
intentions and approaches other countries is also presented.

6.1. US Experience
To date the US dry storage installations and demonstrations have

addressed each of the concepts; cask, vault and drywell. Both LWR and
gas-cooled (graphite moderated) fuel have been involved. The following
is a brief description by concept of each installation and demonstration
program with the type of fuel involved.

6.1.1. Vault Concept
a) The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in Idaho Falls,
Idaho stores spent fuel from two HTGR reactors at their Irradiated Fuel
Storage Facility (IFSF). The facility has contained fuel since 1975.

b) The experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) located at INEL in
Idaho Falls, Idaho has an inert atmosphere interim storage facility which
is used to store spent LMFBR fuel prior to examination. The facility has
been operating since 1964.

6.1.2. Drywell Concept
a) The Peach Bottom I Core 1 - Fermi I Blanket storage facility
consists of 47 underground drywells and is located at INEL in Idaho
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Falls, Idaho. Spent fuel from Peach Bottom I Core 1 has been stored
since 1971. Fermi I Blanket spent fuel has been stored since 1975.

b) Rockwell Hanford located in Richland, Washington performed a
full-scale demonstration utilizing an electrically-heated drywell. The
demonstration took place from 1977 to 1979.

c) The E-MAD hot cell facility located at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
near Las Vegas, Nevada, stored spent LWR fuel in single assembly
drywells. Spent fuel was placed in the facility for demonstration
purposes in 1979.

d) The Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility (RSWF) located at INEL in
Idaho Falls, Idaho, has been storing irradiated EBR-II uranium blanket
subassemblies. Also stored are a variety of other transuranic and
nonfuel bearing solid wastes.

6.1.3. Cask Concept
a) A concrete storage cask demonstration was performed at the Hanford
site in Richland, Washington. The purpose of the demonstration was to
show the ability to store HLW being cooled by natural air convection.
The stored material was simulated by electrical heaters. The
demonstration took place in 1976.

b) The E-MAD hot cell facility at the NTS near Las Vegas, Nevada,
performed a demonstration with a single LWR spent fuel assembly in a
concrete cask. The time frame of the effort was the later part of 1970.

6.1.4. Current US Demonstration Programs
The current US demonstration programs are focused on the cask

concept. This stems from the recently enacted Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 which favours the cask concept. The following is a brief
description of the demonstration efforts. Virginia Electric Power
Company (VEPCO) intends to study three different metal cask designs.
These casks will be shipped to INEL in Idaho Falls, Idaho. The decision
as to whether or not to load them with fuel prior to shipment has not
been made. The fuel is to be consolidated but this depends on the status
of the rod consolidation capability at the test site. Another cask of a
design similar to one of three in the VEPCO program is currently at the
GE Morris Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) in Morris,
Illinois, undergoing calorimetric testing to verify the heat transfer
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predictions. Besides the ongoing VEPCO and GE Morris effort, Tennesse
Valley Authority (TVA) intends to place consolidated Brown Ferry spent
fuel in casks. This effort is in the very initial phase because it
depends on their upcoming rod consolidation effort which is scheduled for
early 1985. Carolina Power and Light (CP and L) plans to store
H.R. Robinson spent fuel in a horizontal concrete cask type storage
system. Their program is in the initial stage of defining the licensing
issues and conceptual design.

6.2. Canadian Experience

In Canada the utilization of dry spent fuel storage concepts has
been limited to the cask concept. The intent was to show the viability
of dry storage for spent CANDU fuel. This program involved concrete
casks in the form of thick-walled monoliths. The decay heat is passively
dissipated by natural convection to the atmosphere. The effort started
in 1974 at the Whitehall Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE). Four
demonstration casks were constructed, spent CANDU fuel was placed in two
of them and the remaining two were equipped with electrical heaters,
instrumented and monitored. Three prototype casks have been constructed
utilizing the experience acquired from the demonstration casks. Each
prototype can acommodate 360 CANDU bundles.

6.3. UK Experience

The UK experience of dry-storage is very extensive and covers both
vaults and buffer-tube storage - a form of dry storage similar to dry
wells. The initial experience of vaults started in 1957 with the design
for spent fuel from WAGR built at Sellafield. This reactor operated
between 1962 and 1984. The spent AGR fuel in this vault was cooled by a
closed circuit using CO_ as the cover gas maintained at essentially
atmospheric pressure.

Three vaults were also designed to be used in the MGR at Wylfa. The
programme was started in 1962 and the vaults have been operating on a
commercial basis since 1972. Each of these vaults contains magnox fuel
stacked vertically in tubes. The cover gas inside the tubes is CO_
again at nominally atmospheric pressure. The tubes are cooled by a
passive thermosyphon system drawing ambient air horizontally across the
bank of storage tubes. These vaults were supplemented by two further
vaults at Wylfa that were designed, licensed and built in 2 1/2 - 3 years
and which have been successfully operating since 1980. These stores
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contain the magnox fuel within a large concrete vault, using air as the
cover gas and cooling medium. The air is maintained at a slight
depression bestowing a second and diverse containment system.

The AGR stations in the UK have been, or are in the process of being
equipped with an array of "buffer storage tubes" for spent AGR fuel
freshly discharged from the reactor. The arrangement is a variant of the
dry well concept. The fuel is stored within tubes with the internal
cover gas beinng C0_ at pressure. Heat dissipation is by means of a
high-integrity closed circuit water cooling jacket around each tube. The
tube banks are housed within the concreted civil structure of the station.

6.4. Summary of Country Experience
The countries that can be considered to have actual experience with

one or more of the dry storage concepts are: Canada, France, Germany
(FRG), India, Japan, UK and US. This experience applies to the storage
of spent fuel and HLW.

These additional countries are reported to be studying the
utilization of dry storage: Argentina, Belgium, Finland, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan and the USSR.

7.0 COST

The cost of a particular dry storage concept is highly dependent on
the facility it will be serving. A facility that is able to share some
of the required engineered system will reduce the cost associated with
the storage concept. The highest capital cost is the independent storage
facility. Also, the size of the facility affects the cost per unit
weight of fuel (KgU). A cost survey of the various dry storage concepts
[7] showed that they compared quite favorably with the various wet
storage options. Reracking a wet pool to produce closer spacing had a
minimum cost of $10(US)/KgU. The most costly, wet concept was a new pool
with all the support facilities. This cost was given as $163(US)/KgU.
Dry storage concepts ranged from $20(US)/KgU for the vault concept to
$160(US)/KgU for the concrete cask concept.
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8.0 OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The US has recently completed a standard [8] which defines the
design criteria for each of the three dry storage concepts and the
associate operational areas and engineered systems. The effort was
conducted under the auspices of the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) with an American Nuclear Society (ANS) Working Group. The Working
Group had representatives from the international community. The standard
has received industry concensus approval and will be available the first
part of 1985. It is expected that the standard will receive USNRC
endorsement for its conformance with US regulations.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS

The utilization of dry concepts for the storage of spent fuel is
receiving increased interest. One of the prime reasons for the interest
is the need to develop additional storage capacity because existing
at-reactor pools are becoming filled to the point where full core reserve
(FCR) could be lost. The economics of dry storage has been shown to
compete favorably with the various wet storage concepts. These range
from pool reracking to new pools. Also, dry storage concepts lend
themselves to a modular approach, thus allowing for the construction of
added storage capacity on an as-needed basis. Another of the driving
forces behind the growing interest in dry storage is the need for interim
storage prior to reprocessing. The interim storage step is necessary to
allow Î i. {.'.._ ..ĵ wth in fast reactor programs which utilize the fuel that
results from reprocessing.

The selection of a concept depends on several factors. The factors
include: type of fuel, desired mobility, siting conditions or
requirements, cooling time of spent fuel to be stored and the length of
the storage and final disposition of the spent fuel. Therefore, before a
concept is chosen, the economics and safety implications to the overall
spent fuel management scheme must be evaluated. A key ingredient in
reducing the overall cost is minimizing the number of times the stored
material is handled between the at-reactor storage facility and the final
disposition. This will be the case whether the final disposition is
respository or reprocessing. Interest in dry storage is also growing for
the storage of solidified HLW.
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All three dry storage concepts have been demonstrated to be viable.
The remaining concerns or issues deal with the storage environment as it
affects the cladding and/or fuel. These effects are the subject of very
vigorous research programs both in the US and in Europe.

10.0 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This section presents suggested additional information on selected
subjects that are pertinent to the dry storage of spent fuel.

10.1. Conditions Affecting Long-Term Dry Storage
NUREG/CR-3708 (HEDL-TME 84-17), LWR SPENT FUEL STORAGE BEHAVIOUR AT
229*C, 1984, R.E. Einziger and J.A. Cook.

10.2. Affect Of Previous Water Storage On Spent Fuel In Dry Storage
NUREG/CR-3658 (HEDL-TME 84-14), CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO THE DRY
STORAGE OF LWR FUEL RODS CONTAINING WATER, 1984, R.E. Woodley.

10.3. Past Dry Storage Demonstration Programs
NUREG/CR-1223, DRY STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, 1980. P.A. Anderson and
H.S. Meyer.

10.4. Foreign Programs In Spent Fuel Storage
PNL-5089 (UC-85), FOREIGN PROGRAMS FOR THE STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT FUELS, HIGH LEVEL WASTE CANISTERS AND TRANSURANIC WASTES, 1984,
K.M. Harison and A.B. Johnson, Jr.
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